CITING ONLINE IMAGES

CITATION FORMAT

Artist's name, the work of art italicized, the date of creation, the institution and city where the work is housed, the name of the Website in italics, and the date of access.


If the work is on the web only, provide the name of the artist, the title of the work, and then follow the citation format for a website. If the work is posted via a username, use that username for the author.


But... why the heck do I even need to cite online images?

Because... 1) they represent somebody else’s work, 2) to ensure that they are legitimate and accurate and 3) to connect your readers to additional information.

BEST SOURCES

- Britannica ImageQuest (https://quest.eb.com/)
- Wikipedia and Wikimedia Commons
- Museum websites such as https://www.metmuseum.org/
- Nat Geo (https://www.nationalgeographic.com/)
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